Let (xm: mED) be a net, which we will call the iterate net, in a topological space X such that, for each mED, there is a net (x™: dEDm) ->xm. We will call the net (*"<»): (m, fi) E D X II Dm ) , where the product set is directed by the product order, the composite net of the system of nets. It is well known (see [5, p. 69] ) that if the iterate net converges then the composite net converges to the same limit. Indeed, this property helps characterize topologies through convergence classes (see [5, p. 74] ). We will show that the converse of this iterated limit theorem characterizes regular spaces.
Theorem A. A topological space is regular iff any iterate net converges to the limit of the composite net whenever that limit exists.
Proof. Let X be a regular topological space and suppose the composite net of a system of nets, with the above notation, converges to a point xEX. Let G be any open set containing x. By regularity, we may choose an open set G* such that xEG*Cc(G*) CG. Now there exists an element (m*, fi*) in the product directed set such that Xp(m)EG* for all (m, fi) ^ (m*, fi*). Since we have (x™: dEDm)->xm and each x^m)EG* for m^m*, it follows that xmEc(G*)CG for m^m* and the limit of the iterate net is x. Conversely, suppose X is not regular. Then there exists a point x and an open set G* containing it such that c(G) (£G* for any open set G containing x. Let {Gm: mED} be the family of all open sets containing x, directed by inclusion. Since c(Gm) GG* for each mED, there exists a point xmEc(Gm) -G*. Since xmEc(Gm), there exists a net (x™: dEDm) in Gm converging to xm. Since xm(£G* for each mED, the iterate net (xm: mED) cannot converge to x. The composite net does converge to x, however, as the following shows. Let G be an arbitrary open set containing x. Then G = Ga for some dED. Let (d, a) be a member of the product directed set with a fixed but arbitrary.
Then if (m, fi)~^{d, a), then xj{m) [3] who use a product of filters and a "compression" operator on families of filters, respectively.
Since the property of the theorem depends only on a notion of convergence for nets, we may call a poset regular with respect to its order convergence (or o-convergence as defined in [l, p. 60]) iff any iterate net converges to the limit of the composite net whenever that limit exists. We recall that a point x in a poset is a limit of a net (xm: m£T>) with respect to its order convergence iff lim sup xm = lim inf xm = x, where these limits are taken in the completion by cuts.
Theorem
B. Every poset is regular in its order convergence.
Proof. In the above notation, we need only prove that lim sup xm lim sup Xflm) since then, by duality, Corollary. Every 0-space is a regular Hausdorff space.
Proof. The Hausdorff condition is immediate since limits are unique in a complete lattice. Suppose we have a system of nets with the composite net converging with respect to the topology. Since the space is an O-space, by definition it is homeomorphic to a subset of a complete lattice with each net converging with respect to the topology iff it o-converges to that limit. Since the complete lattice is regular by Theorem B, the iterate net o-converges to the same limit and hence also with respect to the topology. By Theorem A, the space is regular.
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